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Abstract - The higher education market is shifting from the traditional methods of building reputation such as service 
quality, internationalization, accreditation, communication activities etc. to focusing on the students’ experience as a main 
differentiation tool in the higher education market. This paper focused on studying the students’ adoption of the mobile 
technology service in higher education and their perceptions of its impact on the students’ experience. The research main 
objective is to develop a conceptual model that investigate the learning experience factors that influence the adoption of 
mobile technology in the Egyptian higher education as an example of an emerging market. The conceptual model was 
developed based on intensive literature review as well as an exploratory research. It was clear that relative advantage, 
complexity, compatibility, perceived price level and perceived playfulness have a dominant role in influencing students’ 
adoption of mobile technology in higher education. The results reflect the significant direct relation between the perception 
of the students to the learning environment and the university adoption of recent educational technology such as the Mobile 
technology. The implications of the research focus on enhancing the teaching techniques in order to create a learning 
environment focusing on technology and creativity. The empirical recommendations could help decision makers in the 
higher education sector to work on enhancing the students’ experience. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is clear worldwide that the Mobile Internet E-
service results in a revolution for the entire 
framework of communication technology (Informa, 
2010). Capitalizing on this phenomena, the higher 
education Institutions are working on enhancing the 
learning environment and integrating the Mobile 
technology to be part of the education system. The 
main purpose of this exploratory research is to study 
the main factors affecting the mobile Internet 
adoption and diffusion in the Egyptian higher 
education market, and hence give empirical 
recommendations to higher education decision 
makersin emerging markets. The research main 
objective is to develop a conceptual model that 
investigate the learning experience factors that 
influence the adoption of mobile technology in the 
Egyptian higher education as an example of an 
emerging market. The conceptual model was 
developed based on intensive literature review as well 
as an exploratory research. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In spite of the different studies on the topic of 
innovation adoption and diffusion (Roger 1962,1983; 
Rogers and Shoemaker,1971; Robertson and 
Gatignon, 1986; Kimberly, 1981), there is difficulty 
in agreeing on a single definition for innovation (Wan 
et al., 2005; Ravichandran, 1999; Lockett and Littler, 
1997). It was shown in the literature that researchers 
divided the innovation to different types and hence 
different definitions (Damanpour,1987; Kimberly and 
Evansiko, 1981; Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour, 

2000; Ravichandran, 1999). In this research, 
innovation will be defined as an idea perceived as 
new by the individual (Rogers and Shoemaker ,1971). 
Focusing on the Mobile Internet as perceived as a 
new innovation in the market, the researcher focus on 
the adoption of this innovation. A number of 
researchers studied the innovation adoption and the 
adoption patterns are considered for each of adopters’ 
classification such as innovators, early adopters, early 
majority, later majority and laggards (Tornatzky and 
Fleischer, 1990; Mahajan and Muller, 1979; Norton 
and Bass, 1987). Rogers (2003) proposes that the 
perceived characteristics of innovation are attributes: 
relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, 
trialability and observability. These attributes have 
been widely tested by different researchers to 
determine their influence on the adoption of different 
innovations by consumers.An example of adoption of 
e-learning sites  as an example of educational 
platform, was tested by Liao and Lu (2008) and the 
results indicated that relative advantage and 
compatibility are motivators for using e-learning. The 
main purpose of this exploratory research is to study 
the main factors affecting the mobile Internet 
adoption and diffusion in the Egyptian higher 
education market the is highlighted in the next 
section. 
 
III. EGYPTIAN HIGHER EDUCATION 
MARKET 
 
The information-intensive nature of Higher Education 
(HE) services indicates that interactive educational  
innovations are an extremely important means of 
facilitating HE services for students. Accordingly, the 
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HE market represents an interesting context for 
exploratory research.The empirical context of this 
research is the Egyptian HE market. The selection of 
Egypt for the empirical work is due to the recent 
trend of restructuring the HE market to include 
foreign, private and public institutions. The HE 
market in Egypt is one of the largest sectors in the 
economy. In 1996 four Presidential decrees were 
issued to establish the first four Egyptian private 
universities, which would start offering their 
programs during the 1996-1997 academic year. After 
four years of trialing the new private education 
model, the government started giving permission to 
more than 10 other private universities to start 
operating in Egypt. This increase in supply of public 
and private universities was essential to meet the 
demand for HE services all over the Middle East 
(MOHE, 2008; El Mahdy and Mourad, 2008). 
 
IV. EXPLORATORY RESEARCH 
 
The conceptual model was developed based on 
intensive literature review as well as an exploratory 
research. The exploratory research is composed of 
three phases. The first one focused on the experts in 
mobile industry in Egypt. The second phase focused 
on decision makers in higher education institutes and 
the last phase focused on students’ perception and 
adoption of the mobile technology. 
 
The first phase of the exploratory research was done 
in the form of semi-structured interviews with 
5experts in the mobile industry to collect preliminary 
data about the industry and the elements, affect the 
adoption of Mobile Internet, which was mapped with 
the literature accordingly.Both the literature review 
and exploratory work in the form of in-depth 
interviews reviled that the factors affecting the 
adoption decision of in general internet differs from a 
country to another and so the real factors affecting the 
decision in Egypt is still unclear.  
 
The second phase composed of 9 in-depth 
interviewswith a convenience sample of three 
universities in Egypt representing public, private 
andforeign universities. These were semi-
structuredinterviews with the Director of Students’ 
Services, the Director of Information Servicesand one 
of the faculty members in each university. The 
instrument used was asemi-structured questionnaire 
focusing on the assessment of the internal factors 
thatinfluence a university’s perception of the Mobile 
Technology innovation’s attributes. The third phase 
of this exploratory research was in the form of one 
focus group representing students who are enrolled in 
the three universities mentioned above. The 
objectives of the focus groups were to understand 
mobile technology innovation’s attributes as 
perceived by undergraduate students and the factors 
that influence students’ adoption of the innovation. 

The students’ ages ranged from 17 to 20 years and 
they represent the top two socioeconomic levels in 
Egypt. A professional moderator facilitated the 
discussion based on prepared questions focusing on 
the students’ perceptions of the attributes of the 
Mobile technology educational service and to what 
extent they are influenced by the faculty members to 
use Mobile technology in education.  
 
V. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
Based on the exploratory research and the literature 
review the researcher proposed a model that is based 
on Rogers (2003) model “DOI”. This model assumed 
that the perceived characteristics of innovation by the 
adopters, have an effect on the rate of its adoption. 
These perceived characteristics are: relative 
advantage, compatibility, complexity, triability and 
observability. These characteristics, have been widely 
empirically tested in different markets. However, new 
variables were added to the model based on the 
exploratory research in the Egyptian market.  
 
The proposed dependent variable is Mobile Internet 
adoption that indicates the acceptance of the mobile 
Internet in the context of higher education. It should 
be noted that for the purpose of this research, 
acceptance is defined as the readiness to use as part of 
the higher education service.The independent 
variables are first the relative advantage as perceived 
by students in higher education. The second 
independent variable is compatibility that is defined 
in the literature (Rogers, 1995) as the perception of 
the innovation as consistent with existing values and 
the needs of potential users. Followed, is complexity 
as another independent variable that reflects the 
perceived difficulty in using the Mobile Internet 
service in higher education. Another independent 
variable is Observability that is defined as the degree 
to which the results of an innovation are visible or 
tangible to others (Rogers, 1995). The perceived price 
is another independent variable as refered to in the 
literature (Lee, 1999; Zeithaml, 1988).  In addition, it 
was raised as an important issue in the Egyptian 
emerging market. A final independent variable is 
perceived playfulness as we are dealing with students 
who often perceived the Mobile Internet as a source 
of entertainment. This was also supported by the 
literature as it directly influence the attitude regarding 
the adoption of innovation (Agarwal and Karahanna, 
2000; Moon and Kim, 2001; Teo et al., 1999). 
 
CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The content analysis of the exploratory research of 
the different constructs revealed that there is a good 
understanding for the different factors that are 
affecting e-serviceInternet adoption in higher 
education, extracted from the literature and validated 
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by experts and decisions maker in higher education 
market. There has been an agreement above the 80% 
among all respondents about the e-serviceinternet 
adoption showing successful adoption for this service 
among the responders in the higher education market. 
 
To conclude, it was clear that relative advantage, 
complexity, compatibility, perceived price level and 
perceived playfulness have a dominant role in 
influencing students to adopt mobile internet while 
observability is correlated to the adoption but when 
measured with the other factors it loose its value. The 
perceived price level has a negative relationship with 
the adoption as well the compatibility. Hence, we can 
explain that the Egyptian higher education market 
accepts the service and knows its benefits.  
 
As a general recommendation, practitioners should 
motivate students by making the services more 
enjoyable, easy to use, and showing of the enormous 
benefits versus the price as the perceived price level 
still have a negative impact on the adoption decision 
and it is the only factor that can be affected by the 
marketing mix.  
 
Concerning the research limitations, the theoretical 
framework is only limited to the variables included in 
the model, other factors may be affecting the 
adoption. Also the results are limited to the Egyptian 
higher education market and finally, theresearch did 
not take into consideration the other contextual forces 
like the new technologies, country policies, and 
culture.  
 
For future research, it should be noted that this study 
is exploratory in nature and should be empirically 
tested. In addition, researchers should benchmark the 
results of the research compared to similar researches 
in other countries and study the effect of culture on 
the adoption and diffusion of the mobile Internet e-
service. 
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